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Chemical vapour deposition 
(CVD) is a widely used technique 
to produce CNT’s in large quanti-
ties (Dresselhaus et al., 1988) The 
decomposition of gases with carbon 
containing species (CO, CO

2
, C

2
H

2
 

etc.) over a metallic catalyst at tem-
peratures between 600°C and 1200°C 
leads to the nucleation and growth of 
CNT’s. Much progress has been made 
from the point of view of the yield, 
the synthesis costs, and the purity of 
the products obtained by CVD, but 
there is still much debate about what 
really controls CNT’s growth. The 
most active metals are Fe, Co and Ni, 
but their catalytic action depends on 
the type of precursor (Fonseca et al., 
1998) the type of the substrate (Kuko-
vecz et al., 2000) and of the reactive 
gases used (Nerushev et al., 2003). 
Highly controversial is the actual 
chemical nature of the active catalyst 
e.g. if it is present as metal, carbide 
or as mixed phase. Although carbides 
are often metastable (e.g. Fe

3
C), be-

cause they require carbon activities 
in the gas phase > 1 to be stabilized, 
they have often been detected in the 
reactor and inside the tubes (Hou et 

al., 2003), but there is no agreement 
about whether they are active spe-
cies for CNT’s growth (Ivanov et al., 
1995), or if they are only post-reac-
tion phases (Coquay et al., 2002). One 
reason for the uncertainties regarding 
the catalytic action of metal particles 
during CNT’s synthesis by CVD is 
the scarce number of in-situ analyses 
of the chemical and morphological 
evolution of the catalyst. Most in-situ 
analyses concentrated on the growth 
process of the carbon tubes (Kim et 
al., 2003) and the evolution of the 
reactive gases (Woo et al., 2002), but 
not on the evolution of the catalyst.

This work focuses on the evolu-
tion of nickel and cobalt-based cata-
lysts under a nitrogen-acetylene at-
mosphere between 600°C and 750°C. 
An X-ray diffractometer equipped 
with a heating stage and an atmos-
phere controlling system was used to 
study in-situ the evolution of nickel 
and cobalt nitrate films, in order to 
elucidate the nature of the metal phase 
during the synthesis runs. Quenching 
experiments with the same furnace 
were conducted with increasing py-
rolysis time, in order to investigate 

the timing of the nanotubes appear-
ance by ex-situ Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (TEM, SEM).
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